Willoughby Arterial Roads Completion Amenity Policy

F.5
ATTACHMENT A

Engagement Summary
A series of public engagement opportunities for the proposed Willoughby Arterial Road
Completion Amenity Policy (WARCAP) took place between September 28 and October 18,
2019. The results of these opportunities are summarized below.

Open Houses
Three Open Houses were held as follows:
•
•
•

Saturday, September 28, 10:00am – 2:00pm, Mountainview Alliance Church
Tuesday, October 1, 10:00am – 4:30pm, Civic Facility
Thursday, October 3, 1:00 – 8:00pm, Civic Facility

The three-fold purpose of these Open Houses was to:
•
•
•

Provide attendees clear information on the scope and timeline of the proposal
Give the public an opportunity to ask staff direct questions and clarify any points of
confusion
Provide attendees with laptops to complete the online survey as well as paper versions
for those less comfortable with technology

The Open Houses were promoted and advertised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Web: Dedicated project web page at ‘tol.ca/warcap’
Facebook: Three posts, two of which were ‘boosted’ for extended reach
Twitter: Three tweets
Newspaper: Two Township Page ads, run September 19/20 and 26/27
Email: Notification sent to major stakeholder groups, including Willoughby Residents
Association and UDI

A total of 85 individuals signed in as attendees, with an estimated additional 15-20 attendees
who chose not to sign in.
Things we frequently heard at the Open Houses included the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Support for the proposal and hope for improved traffic flow in the near future
Confusion about the proposal and how roads are currently planned, funded, and built
Questions about tax implications and whether the tax increase would be reversed once
the borrowing for the proposed road improvements is paid off
Concern over incurring debt with no way to pay it off in a timely manner by future
development
Feedback that this Amenity Fee is an expensive solution intended only for Willoughby
but does not solve the greater problem of roads planning in other communities
Questions around the existing DCC program vs the proposed Amenity Fee and whether
the DCC could be expanded to allow all development across the Township to contribute
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Staff took significant time with each attendee to explain the proposal in detail and answer all
questions asked. While many attendees came in confused over the proposal, each left with a
clear or much improved understanding of what was being proposed, how it would be done, how
it differs from current funding methods, potential challenges and benefits, and estimated
timelines.
Online Survey
An online survey, consisting of six questions, was conducted to give residents, stakeholders,
and the general public an opportunity to provide feedback on the proposal. This survey was
made available for a three week period from September 28 – October 18 through a link on the
project web page.
A total of 656 responses were received. This survey response rate is the highest on record for
the Township, indicating significant interest from the community.
The online survey was promoted and advertised as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

Web: Highlighted hyperlinked text at the top of the project web page
Facebook: Three posts, two of which were ‘boosted’ for extended reach
Twitter: Three tweets
Newspaper: Two Township Page ads, run September 19/20 and 26/27
Email: Notification sent to major stakeholder groups, including Willoughby Residents
Association and UDI

Given the sensitive nature of the topic, extra care was taken to ensure multiple responses were
not submitted from the same individual. The survey tool used (SurveyMonkey) gives the option
to disallow multiple responses from the same device.
Online Survey Response Summary
Q1: Which community do you currently live in?
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Q2: Do you believe the completion of key sections of arterial roads in Willoughby is a
priority?

Q3: Do you believe a community amenity contribution from developers, as proposed,
would be an appropriate way to provide revenue needed to compete road works in
Willoughby?
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Q4: If you agree arterial roads in Willoughby are a priority, which road section should be
completed first? *Select up to 3, and see image below for visual
(Note: map with proposed road sections was provided)
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Q5a: Are there section of road in Willoughby not included in the list above that you feel
should be included in exchange for one of those listed?

Q5b: If yes, which stretch of road would you like added and which would you like taken
off the list?
This question received 198 responses which have been grouped and summarized below:
Add
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full stretch of 208 Street from 64 Avenue to 88 Avenue
208 Street from 76 Avenue to 84 Avenue
208 Street from 64 Avenue to 68 Avenue
Pedestrian routes to schools in the area need sidewalks for safety
84B Avenue between 206 Street and 207A Street
82 Avenue from 200 Street to 204 Street
72 Avenue from 202A Street to Crush Crescent
202B Street from 64 Avenue to 68 Avenue

Remove*
• 208 Street from 68 Avenue to 70 Avenue (3)
• 86 Avenue from 201 Street to 202 Street (3)
• 202A Street from 72 Avenue to 80 Avenue (3)
• 212 Street Connector (2)
*Note: Of 198 responses, only 10 included one or more ‘remove’ requests
Q6: Do you have any additional input or feedback on the proposed Policy?
This question received 248 responses which have been grouped and summarized below:
Frequently Heard:
•
•

Timeline for completion was frequently mentioned with the sentiment that this
should have started already and should begin as soon as possible.
Traffic and pedestrian concerns around schools was a main topic of concern. A
lack of sidewalks and crosswalks around schools in the community, some of
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•
•
•
•

which are on main arterial roads, is a safety issue and requested not only
sidewalks to be built on all roads, but speed humps, solar flashing school zone
lights, and more space for school pullouts be created.
Requests for the BC Hydro/Telus poles to be moved from 208 Street and
confusion as to why the companies and developers were not made to do this
before the development was complete.
Calls for a better planning model to be implemented in the future, ahead of
development, to prevent this from happening again.
Urgency to stop or slow down development until the existing traffic problems have
been addressed.
General support for the proposal and positive sentiment towards the engagement
and proposal process and methodology.

Lesser Heard:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consider more roundabouts at intersections to improve traffic flow
Minimize impact on taxes by developing a better planning model and applying it
across the Township
Figure out a solution before moving forward with development in Brookswood to
prevent this situation from being repeated
Include bike lanes in all road widening
Parking will still be a problem in the area and should be addressed along with the
roads
Concerns over tax implications and fairness
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